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Winter 1941: a descent into sub-atomic Worlds via the code hidden in Captain ... Harpers prevents a native uprising and encountera, Again, the equally terrible ... is barely able to redreas the damage as the idealist Orestes a torrent of new. 
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copies of adventure pulps like A L - Story and ... some of his short stories remain sma E L Taster- pieces. .... helped raise to manhood, a perfect specimen of.
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I swung my legs over the side and felt around for where I had dropped my clothes on ..... Schumacher dropped his feet and leaned across the desk, lacing his fingers ...... external mike, I heard nothing but the customary background hum of the.
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nothing but mist, heavy darkling clouds of it. ... him feel somehow safe and unafraid. â€œLie still,â€� said the red-haired man. â€œGet ..... of nailing him are mighty slim.â€�.
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REPLACING HIS FINGER- TIPS WITH DRILLS, GYAG. USED HIS MECHANICAL PHYSIQUE AND GREAT. STRENGTH TO POACE OPEN THE SHIP. I SHALL.
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World. Just as Venus is most renowned for its ... ice-fields, so the titanic mountains of Uranus are its ... that strange creatures inhabit those lofty hidden heights,.
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there on Callisto that Gorham Johnson was stricken by a swift fatal sickness, his frame enfeebled by the in- credible hardships of his three stupendous voyages.
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"You must be Captain Future, it's a real pleasure to meet you! ... Future was about to ask a question when Miss Wang cut him short, gazing around uncomfortably ...
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Then men in space-suits, heavily armed, came leaping ..... Ru Ghur was a fat manâ€“fat almost to grossness. ...... A full-grown female cave ape was advancing ...
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No organic life can exist there without ... ganic" can exist on the Hot Side, it does possess life of .... that immense deposits of beryllium, titanium, tungsten,.
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mentary rocks in the northern deserts of Mars. In those rocks were found remains of stone and metal imple- ments of high perfection. Calculation of the age of the.
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THE PULP FILE - "Edmond Hamilton â€“ Man Of Tomorrow" by Don Hutchison. THE PULP FILE by Don .... hero, aimed mainly at teenagers. Seventeen issues of ...
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THE SEGRET LABORATORY OF GORDON. DANE, BETTER KNOWN AS CAPTAIN. SCIENCE, AS HE RIP AND LUANA RE-. CEIVE A MESSAGE FROM THE ...
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Eternal youth: though many have dreamed of catch- ing this elusive butterfly, their dream, in every case, has been fruitless, evasive. Ponce De Leon scoured ...
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You speak of the original 'order' from the publisher for CF. Yes, I still have this ... mysterious X-rays and cosmic rays have affected the genes and .... power to read the brains of men that have died ... but ..... hearing apparatus was entirely con
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E INHABITANTS OF THE PLANET MARS BEGGING CAPTAIN SCIENCE TO. 3 1 HELP THEM. BUT HOW COULD HE, EVEN WITH ALL HIS VAST INTER-.
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Robot, Otho the Android, and Simon Wright, a scientist who's brain had been transplanted into a box. Together they were to the spacelanes what Doc Savage ...
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First Day at the Academy and Captain Future and the Futureers are part of the "Captain. Future and Child"-week I ... The other three stories are unfortunately in German, therefore, they are not included here. ..... happiness. Now you can finally ...
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From the archives of the mighty Ancients, Curt Newton brings ..... shining finger at the distant planets and the far ..... Future heard the low hum of the vibration-.
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That sound broke the spell on Curtis. In an instant he had vanished through the door. Joan went slack in Grag's arms. Simon floated to her to take a closer look.
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Much more interesting is the white-skinned android Otho, a quick-moving and impatient synthetic man. ... It makes for some tricky moments. And did I mention ...
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booming thunder of solar continents and seas of fire, ... tered an area of storm where the great vortices of the sun-spots ... the captains, the many-throned kings.
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Grag, Simon and Otho looked bewildered at the man in front of them. .... Otho reacted instantly, caught the enraged female and dragged her out of the room.
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